When product integrity and safety is on the line, don’t let moisture problems in shipping containers ruin your brand

Desiccare has the solution!

With our line of Cargo Dry, your products will be safe while in transit. Container rain damage caused by condensation and elevated humidity can contribute to potential problems that will affect a company’s profit margin. Cargo Dry is a specially formulated desiccant designed to lower the dewpoint inside shipping and storage containers.

Benefits:

- Ship goods without the threat of “Container Rain”
- Inhibits the formation of mold, mildew, rust and corrosion
- Absorb up to 158% of its weight in moisture
- Provides 50 days or more of moisture protection
- Prevents weak cartons and loose labels caused by moisture
- Environmentally safe and can be disposed of as normal waste
- Easy to install with convenient hook

Cargo DryPlus

The unit consists of a three bag strip containing 1,000 grams secured to a convenient hook that is easier to hang in any container.

Recommended quantity for shipping containers:

- Use 6 units (1 case) in one 20’ GP container
- Use 12 units (2 cases) in one 40’ GP container

Cargo DryPak

The unit contains 1,500 grams in a sewn bag with strings for easy placement throughout the shipping and storage container.

Recommended quantity for shipping containers:

- Use 10 units (1 case) in one 20’ GP container
- Use 20 units (2 cases) in one 40’ GP container

Cargo DryPak is also available in 500 gram bags for easy application in packages, cartons and crates inside a container.

Packaging Material: Tyvek - highest resistance to water penetration, air penetration & vapor transmission.

Leave moisture problems behind with Cargo Dry!
keep your products safe while in transit using Cargo Dry

Desiccare has the solution!

Introducing the new Cargo Dry Plus providing 50 days or more of protection absorbing 158% of it’s weight in moisture. Preventing container rain only requires six units per 20’ container. That is a small cost to protect the integrity of your products and your brand.

Ship your Products with confidence using Cargo Dry

Cargo DryPak capacity

This graph depicts cargo DryPak absorbing over 100% of its weight in moisture. Cargo DryPak will continue to absorb moisture for over 50 days inside standard shipping container rain chart

This graph illustrates Cargo DryPak reducing the dewpoint and relative humidity inside a standard shipping container at (95% RH@95°F). By reducing the dewpoint, Cargo DryPak prevents condensation from forming for over 50 days.

Cargo DryPak container rain chart

This graph illustrates Cargo DryPak reducing the dewpoint and relative humidity inside a standard shipping container at (95% RH@95°F). By reducing the dewpoint, Cargo DryPak prevents condensation from forming for over 50 days.
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